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‘So now tell me what you think!’: Sylvia Lynd's collaborative reading and reviewing and the work of an interwar middlewoman

In a chapter on ‘Rose Macaulay: And Others’ in his *Reminiscences of Affection* (1968), publisher Victor Gollancz recalls Friday night gatherings at Robert and Sylvia Lynds’. ‘There was no one you might not meet there’ he wrote, ‘we looked forward eagerly to her Friday nights: these were almost weekly events when the season was right.’¹ In the late 1920s and ’30s, Sylvia and Robert Lynd were at the centre of a literary circle in Hampstead that dominated contemporary letters. Among the ‘middlemen’ critiqued by Q. D. Leavis, and painted with the brush of the ‘professional scribbler’ according to Virginia Woolf, the Hampstead set were well-known writers and journalists, broadcasters, publishers, and reviewers.² Describing themselves as ‘Broadbrows’, in J. B. Priestley’s irreverent terms, the artists and critics associated with the Lynds represented an alternative, though intersecting, set to the contemporary ‘Bloomsberries’.

³ That their work and influence has attracted less attention is, as Aaron Jaffe points out, part of a critical legacy largely interested in certain forms of modernism and the predominance of key ‘imprimaturs in scenes of reading and promotion’.⁴ The spatial hierarchy and mapping of these different literary communities has been widely followed in subsequent patterns of scholarship; most noticeably in the proclivity of writing on Bloomsbury.⁵ What happens to ideas of modernist collaboration then, if we turn the gaze of a broadly-conceived print culture towards the Lynds and the Hampstead circle in the 1930s?

Seeking to reclaim the networks around the Lynds and their home as important to, in Lawrence Rainey’s influential terms, ‘the social spaces and staging venues’ where literary modernism happened, this article focuses on Sylvia Lynd (1888-1952) as an important
interwar ‘middlewoman’. Exploring Lynd’s professional work as reviewer and judge for the Book Society (established 1928) – the first monthly book sales club in Britain, modelled on the American Book-of-the-Month Club – I set out Lynd and the judges’ reading and decision-making on manuscripts as a shared, collaborative practice. Textual critics and bibliographers have long sought to describe the making of the collaborative or socially produced text, but the role of the new book club judges of the interwar period as agents and indeed, intermediaries, in this process is not well recognised. Drawing upon publisher’s records and other archival sources, as well as Lynd’s unpublished diaries and correspondence, this article makes a case for the significance of Sylvia Lynd as a ‘professional scribbler’ in the interwar period by exploring her multiple identities and collaborative roles as judge, editor, committee woman, wife, mother, and literary hostess.

My methodology for understanding collaboration and collaborative working practices is grounded in feminist research and recoveries of early twentieth-century women’s diverse contributions to print culture, in which we know women worked variously as writers, publishers, booksellers and salonières. The influential work of Shari Benstock and Bonnie Kime Scott is crucial here. Also important is Cathy Clay’s careful explication and mapping of feminist networks and friendship in her *British Women Writers 1914-45* (2006). As Clay points out in a detailed study of the women at the feminist journal *Time and Tide*, both public and private, urban and rural spaces ‘are imbibed pleasurably with business in geographies of work and pleasure in which female friendship lies at the heart’. For Sylvia Lynd, collaboration in the guise of professional work and friendships shaped her personal, domestic, and working lives. She grew up in a world of literary sociability and domestic productivity, shaped by early memories of her mother editing an Anarchist paper, *Freedom*, and ‘arrang[ing] the lay-out with a comrade who was the printer, on the dining-room table’. Throughout her marriage and adult life, Lynd cultivated the role of hostess by throwing
frequent parties at her home where she brought business and social networks together, confirming her professional reputation as a usefully-connected judge and valuable committee woman. Her networks were broad and expansive and not exclusively feminist, and she used her social and domestic associations, particularly her spousal relationship to the fiery, Irish, Fleet Street editor Robert Lynd, to ground her own professional networks.

The core of this article focuses on Lynd’s working relationship with the novelist Hugh Walpole, chair of the Book Society and president of the Society of Bookmen. In her paid work as reader and reviewer for the Book Society, Lynd cultivated with Walpole a form of shared, sociable reading that shaped how both critics read and assessed incoming manuscripts. The gendered implications of this relationship, muddied through the complex interplay of friendships in the Book Society and the long discursive framing of women’s editorial and publishing efforts as ‘literary midwifery’, are part of my remit. Arguing that Lynd’s close reading relationship with Walpole provides a model for the negotiations of collaborative decision-making and the dialogic reading practices of interwar book club judges, I explore the textual implications of their collaboration and how Lynd’s work as editor/reader occasionally made a tangible, documented impact on the pre-publication history of texts. Lately there has been a rise of academic research on sociable and shared forms of reading practices in response to the popularity of mediated and celebrity book clubs. Work in the archives allows us to better theorise and understand the role of the first wave of twentieth-century book club judges as part of this long and complex history of collaborative reading and taste-making.

5 Keats Grove, Hampstead, London NW3
In March 1924, Sylvia and Robert Lynd moved with their two daughters, Sigle and Máire, to what was to be their long-term married home, the elegant Regency house of 5 Keats Grove in the leafy suburb of Hampstead, north-west London. The house was bought by Lynd’s maternal grandmother, Mary Ann Dryhurst, in the 1860s, and had been lived in by various members of the Dryhurst family.\(^{14}\) The open fields of Hampstead Heath were within spitting distance and Keats’ manor house was just across the road.\(^{15}\) Though not as well mapped in literary and cultural history as Bloomsbury, Paternoster Row, or Chelsea and Kensington, interwar Hampstead was a significant literary neighbourhood, known locally as a village.\(^{16}\) It is described in E. M. Forster’s *A Passage to India* (1924) as ‘an artistic and thoughtful little suburb of London’; its bookshop culture and literary clientele are treated more satirically in George Orwell’s *Keep the Aspidistra Flying* (1936).\(^{17}\) In the 1930s, Hampstead was, according to poet Geoffrey Grigson who edited the influential *New Verse* from his home next door to the Lynds, ‘full of artists and writers’ and ‘not an expensive place to live’.\(^{18}\) Near to the Lynds at the bottom of Keats Grove lived A. R. Orage, former editor of *The New Age* (1907-24) and editor of *The New English Weekly* (1932-34); from 1936 the poet Louis MacNeice lived next door. Lady Margaret Rhondda (editor of *Time & Tide*) lived across the Heath in Bay Tree Lodge, Frognal.\(^{19}\) J. B. Priestley lived with his wife Jane and their children a few minutes from the Lynds in Well Walk, and Hugh Walpole spent most Sundays with the Cheevers at their family home in Hampstead.\(^{20}\) Parties and evening engagements at the Lynds were a regular occurrence.

Sylvia Lynd was born, brought up, and married in Hampstead and, excluding a short period of time spent away from London during the bombing and disruption of the First World War, she lived there most of her life.\(^{21}\) She and her husband were professional writers, well-connected in the literary world and widely-known as ‘Hampstead celebrities’.\(^{22}\) Robert Lynd, who moved to London from Belfast in 1901, was a prolific author and powerful man of
letters, literary editor of the *Daily News* and one of the founders and weekly columnists for the *New Statesman*. Sylvia worked as an author and poet and was heavily involved in the paid, professional world of books as critic, reviewer, and publisher’s reader. Her first novel, *The Chorus: A Tale of Love and Folly*, was published by Constable in 1915 and she published several volumes of poetry, much inspired by birds and the countryside. As journalist, critic, short story writer, and reviewer, she contributed from her early twenties to periodicals and newspapers including the *Nation, New Statesman, Time & Tide*, and the *Bystander*, and she promoted the work of other writers through critical introductions and editions. She was close friends with the publishers Victor Gollancz and Norman Collins and her roots in publishing ran deep. In the early 1920s, Lynd worked as literary advisor for Macmillan’s in New York, looking to place work from London that hadn’t yet found an American publisher, and by 1930 she was also working as a publisher’s reader for John Lane at the Bodley Head. Her eldest daughter Sigle (known as Sheila) worked for Gollancz in the early 1930s and was involved in the origins of the Left Book Club, while her younger daughter Máire (known as B. J., ‘Baby Junior’) had a long career with the publisher William Heinemann. Describing an office party at Heinemann’s in November 1935, Lynd recalls a conversation about her daughters’ jobs with the publisher Peter Davies: ‘I said that one of my regrets at not having a larger family was that I wouldn’t have the fun of placing one of them in every publisher’s in London.’ The Lynds were, as a family, a literary and publishing force to be reckoned with.

Lynd was also a significant figure in the new interwar world of book clubs and literary prizes. This was an important arena for professional women writers, critics, and those working in the publishing industry between the wars, worthy of much more critical attention. Several important book prizes were established in Britain in the aftermath of the First World War including the Hawthornden Prize (for the best work of imaginative
literature), the James Tait Black Memorial Prizes (best novel and biography), and the *Prix Femina Vie Heureuse Anglais*. Lynd contributed to the latter, a French initiative established in the spirit of rapprochement in June 1919, whereby an English committee of 25 literary women chose three titles for a French committee to decide upon a work that should be translated for a wider audience in France. Lynd was President of the *Prix Femina Vie Heureuse Anglais* committee in 1929 and 1938-9 (and Vice President in 1935). Transcripts of committee meetings show her to be an independent and fair-minded judge, a woman who worked hard to achieve consensus but who didn’t suffer fools – or last-minute changes to the list of recommendations – gladly. She was valued especially for the insight she gave the *Femina* committee into new and contemporary writing through her paid work on the Book Society. When for instance in November 1937 the question of vacancies on the *Femina* was raised, it was pointed out that ‘We have only Mrs Lynd to keep us in touch with very recent books and we are inclined to miss things when Mrs Lynd is absent’. It is one of the twists of archiving and cultural memory-making that we can now unpick Lynd’s specific contributions to the anonymised, collective decision-making of the *Prix Femina Vie Heureuse Anglais* committee thanks to preservation of detailed records of conversations that took place behind closed doors.

While the intricacies of Lynd’s work as literary committee woman occurred away from the public gaze, the frequent parties she held in Keats Grove announced her professional identity, and they proved memorable enough to enter public record. ‘It was as a *salonière* that Sylvia loomed largest in what were then our too crowded and emphatic lives’, Gollancz writes in his memoirs: ‘She was handsome, immensely energetic, ambitious, and a trifle ruthless and domineering. […] There was something of the grande dame about her’. Lynd grew up in a world of literary parties – Yeats, H. G. Wells, Rebecca West and Katherine Mansfield were early guests during her first years of married life – and her autobiography
recalls the ‘countless parties’ at 14 Downshire Hill, her home in the early 1920s before moving to Keats Grove, where they ‘made friends with Jack Squire, Clifford Sharp, and Desmond MacCarthy of the “New Statesman”’. Lynd was an adept organiser and gracious host – she describes in her diaries how she would ‘play Puck’ at these occasions – and her parties helped to keep her and Robert at the centre of things. The gatherings she arranged were elaborate affairs, often involving several rounds of guests (in an early diary entry from October 1935 she records ordering from the carpenter two extra leaves for the dining room table so she can seat ten rather than eight at the initial part). In the opening pages of the diary she began keeping on 21 October 1935, Lynd describes at great length the success of the previous night’s party:

So then the evening at last. The headache better. The usual ringing up by men to know whether they should change or not. For supper smoked salmon, clear soup, stewed chicken, mashed potatoes, apricot tarts with meringue tops. Sherry, hocks brandy. Decent. Coffee v. weak. To eat it – the Max Beerbohms, Alan Herberths, Lionel Hale, Rose Macaulay ourselves. […] After supper the children, Sheila looking her old self again in pale blue velvet, the David Daviseses, Alan Thomas, Ruth Gollancz, Bryan Guinivere & after, Victor.

They talked rather than played games at this party, she records. Conversation ranged from modernist decoration and the affectation of William Morris’s prints and furniture, through fashion and conversational slang, to Thomas Hardy, T. S. Eliot, and modern poetry.

Recent academic work on networks and collaboration has foregrounded the role of the party as an important site in ‘intellectual work and literary productivity’. Robert and Sylvia Lynds’ Friday night gatherings are not included in Kate McLoughlin’s edited collection on The Modernist Party (2013), nor has Lynd, as salonière, attracted the critical attention given
to other literary hostesses of the period such as Sybil Colefax or Syrie Maugham. But the conception of the party as ‘a generative site in which intellectual and literary authority is defined and disseminated and in which cultural influence and intervention takes place’ surely applies to the Friday night gatherings at 5 Keats Grove. That Lynd opens the first entry of the diary she began keeping in October 1935 with a 20-page description of the previous night’s party indicates that the role of hostess was important to her own self-fashioning. Though such exhaustive diary-keeping was difficult to sustain, she appears to have used sketches in the diary partly as composition for a projected autobiography.

The set described by Gollancz as the Lynds’ Friday night ‘hard core’ were writers, journalists, publishers, and critics. Several were early broadcasters; all were significant public tastemakers. A list of the regular guests (which is itself, as Kate McLoughlin points out, constitutive of making another party) must include Sylvia’s closest female friend, the novelist Rose Macaulay (1881-1958), as well as the (comic) writers J. B. Priestley, Alan P. Herbert (1890-1971), Lionel Hale (1909-77) and caricaturist Max Beerbohm (1872-1956). The Lynds’ wider circle drew in novelist Margaret Kennedy (1896-1967), poet Humbert Wolfe (1885-1940), the artist Mark Gertler (1891-1939), historical novelist Margaret Irwin (1889-1967) (Mrs David Davies), and poet and critic W. J. Turner (1889-1946). If, as Aaron Jaffe wryly notes, it is customary to relate the importance of modernist networks to the iconic presence of literary imprimaturs, we must point out the presence of James Joyce amongst this fray. Joyce and Nora Barnacle, as recorded by Gollancz and Priestley in their memoirs, enjoyed their wedding lunch at the Lynds’ house after getting married at Hampstead Town Hall on 4 July, 1931. A few days later, a grand party was held at 5 Keats Grove in their honour. According to Máire Gaster, the Lynds’ youngest daughter, this was ‘The high point of my mother’s literary parties […] Sometime after midnight…we all went into the drawing-room…and then Joyce went to the piano. He sang “Phil the Fluther’s Ball” and I particularly
remember the sad and beautiful “Shule Aroon”.

That Gaster calls attention to Joyce in her introduction to her mother’s unpublished autobiography underlines Jaffe’s argument about the promotional use of modernist celebrities.

The collaborations between those who attended the Lynds’ parties were multiple, generative, and sprawling. Some of the elements of patronage can be traced in the biographical record: J. B. Priestley was given his first regular reviewing by Robert Lynd and met his agent, A. D. Peters, at a party at the Lynds’ house; Máire Gaster would go on to be his editor at Heinemann. Journals and publications tie certain names together. Sylvia Lynd and Rose Macaulay contributed to Lady Margaret Rhondda’s *Time & Tide*; Lionel Hale and Alan P. Herbert worked for *Punch*. The more intangible fruits of intellectual companionship and sociability are recorded in dedications: Hugh Walpole’s *All Souls Night* (1933) is dedicated ‘For 2 wise women, Sylvia Lynd & Rose Macaulay’ (this is a likely reference to Robert Lynd’s pseudonym, YY (two wise) as well); J. B. Priestley’s *Open House: a Book of Essays* (1927) is dedicated to ‘Robert and Sylvia Lynd’. The title essay, ‘Open House’, surely references the ‘spirit of generous hospitality’ he found at their home.

The English Book Society was also firmly rooted in the Hampstead set. When Walpole was asked to form a panel of judges for the selection committee he thought immediately of the Lynds and their circle, inviting first Rose Macaulay and J. B. Priestley on board, and then penning a long letter to Sylvia (‘I am very anxious that you should join us’).

Writing to Frere-Reeves, a director at Heinemann and manager of the Book Society, in May 1928, Walpole declared that he hoped to ‘get names on the committee that will reassure the public, people who are not cranks nor like to drive always in the direction of a special clique’. To Walpole, the Lynds epitomised this sense of fair-minded, public reassurance with their eclectic parties, extensive print-based networks, and powerful reputations on Fleet Street. While the professionalism of their journalistic writing, regular reviewing, and
investment in awards and literary prizes may have been privately trying to a writer like Woolf ('There were 10 second rate writers in second rate dress clothes [...] Sylvias & Gerals & Roberts & Roses chimed & tinkled round the table’, she wrote in her diary), what united the Lynds and the Hampstead set was a wide-ranging commitment to accessibility in prose, aesthetic entertainment, and textual pleasure.\textsuperscript{52} In Walpole’s 1928 novel \textit{Wintersmoon}, a character worries that his incomprehension of the modern arts ‘seemed to him his own stupidity’.\textsuperscript{53} This was precisely the reading public that the Book Society – with its monthly selections, reviews, and recommendations – was set up to assist.

\textbf{‘So now tell me what you think!’}

Towards the end of Walpole’s novel \textit{Vanessa} (1933), the fourth in his \textit{Herries} series, a party takes place in Hampstead. It is the second week of May 1930, and Alfred and his companion, Abigail Hill, have thrown a family dinner party to celebrate their new ‘very fine and spacious house’.\textsuperscript{54} Here the ever-sceptical Benjie is introduced to the Book Society, a scheme modelled on the American Book-of-the-Month club and the first monthly book sales club to operate in Britain.

‘I’m afraid you don’t read very much, Cousin Benjie.’

‘No, not very much. I never have. […]’

‘Well, \textit{Kristin Lavransdatter’s} miles long. I like long books, don’t you? You go on and on and on. I got this one from the Book Society.’

‘What’s the Book Society?’

‘Oh, five writers tell you what to read.’

‘Why five?’
‘Oh, I don’t know. Five’s better than one. Not so prejudiced.’

‘I should have thought five times as prejudiced,’ Benjie replies. ‘Anyway what do you want anyone to tell you what to read for?’ ‘The girl’s an idiot’, thought Benjie crossly.’

This is a parodic and self-confident, gently mocking take by Walpole on some of the criticism the Book Society faced. The scene captures the charges often levelled at the new club, namely its model of distribution and supposed creation of a passive reader/consumer, as well as its decisions-by-committee: a model of taste-forming and literary guidance that seemingly disrupted older, more sanctified, relationships between author and reader. Q. D. Leavis’s oft-cited critique of the literary ‘middlemen’ of the interwar era – the book-reviewers, advertisers and book clubs that helped ‘the majority [to have] its mind made up for it before buying or borrowing its reading’ – relied upon the fantasy of a direct correspondence between author and reader and distrust of paid intermediaries. The question of who exactly was behind the choices and recommendations of the Book Society selection committee featured prominently in the public attack on the club that raged through the editorials and letters pages of *Time & Tide* between February and March 1932. How was the Book Society financed and were judges paid for their services? How much influence did the club’s financial directors and external publishers have over the decisions of the judges on the selection committee? In a personal slight to Lynd, the leading editorial of February 13 brought the well-known networks of 5 Keats Grove directly into disrepute, questioning if Lynd’s access to certain publishers was responsible for the predominance of Gollancz and Collins titles in the Book Society’s early lists. Lynd dashed off a passionate defence of the Book Society and its judges in response, questioning as she did so the nature of *Time & Tide*’s own system of reviewing. The spat caused a permanent break for Lynd from some of her former *Time & Tide* colleagues.
Leavis and other critics were right to suggest that the decision-making on the Book Society was inherently collaborative and the relationships between individual reviewers, authors, and publishers important. Publishers were involved significantly (if not in the way that *Time & Tide* suggested) as the first round of decision-making was made in publishing houses: it was the publisher who decided which of their forthcoming works were most likely to be chosen by the Book Society and subsequently organised five sets of proofs for the selection committee to read in advance of publication. In-person meetings were held between the five judges each month – normally at Walpole’s Piccadilly flat – to decide upon one or more monthly choices, and to make up the list of recommended titles to be reviewed in the *Book Society News* (between twelve and fifteen texts). Reading was divided between those responsible for assessing new works of fiction (Lynd, Walpole, Priestley) and non-fiction (George Gordon, Edmund Blunden), and alliances formed accordingly. Where the first readers felt a choice or recommendation was warranted, the book would be passed to the rest of the committee. Walpole’s initial letter of invitation to Lynd stated that the judges were to be paid £200 annually for their services. In a diary entry for 28 November 1935, Lynd records receiving a cheque from Frere-Reeves for £5.10, adding that ‘Jack Priestley always says that the money he used to get from Reeves for reviewing books, which was always paid, individually, in new pound notes, was the pleasantest money he ever received – “money for nothing”’. According to the descriptions of work in her diaries, Lynd was a relatively organised reviewer who fitted reading for the Book Society in around domestic and familial duties while her husband worked on his articles. The well-remunerated work she did for the Book Society was important to her professional identity and clearly carried over into her wider public role as literary committee woman and tastemaker.

While most of the judges’ discussions about monthly choices took place on the telephone, during meetings, and in private discourse, there is nevertheless an extensive
correspondence between Lynd and Walpole that outlines their initial assessments, shared pleasures, and modification of opinions on the new works of fiction received by the Book Society. This correspondence, preserved between the King’s School Canterbury and the Harry Ranson Center at the University of Texas at Austin, covers the first decade of the club’s existence. Building rapidly in affection and trust and with a corresponding loss of formality, the relationship between Lynd and Walpole was aided by their literary and familial connections, their enthusiasm for reading and commenting on each others’ creative work, and a shared passion for promoting new authors. Reading new writing together in a rush of proofs and monthly deadlines was an exhilarating as well as a daunting task, and the letters are full of hope for shared aesthetic experiences, the search for reading fulfilment, and eager anticipation of the others’ tastes and dislikes. ‘I do hope it will move you as it has me’, Walpole wrote to Lynd after reading R. C. Hutchinson’s The Unforgotten Prisoner in September 1933; ‘I was charmed too by Forster’s ‘Dickension’. I wonder you didn’t like it more’.  

Epistolary theorists have described the nature of letter-writing as a textual form akin to conversation in which relationships are crafted and created and ‘multiple selves […] are uniquely fashioned in relation to the addressees and recipient’.  

For Lynd and Walpole – simultaneously reading and appraising the same manuscripts while anticipating the views of each other in correspondence – their written discourse is evidence of a form of shared reading practice and community where, as DeNel Rehberg Sedo writes, a reading community ‘is comprised of relationships’ and ‘can be conceptualized as emotional, psychological and/or social’.  

The dialogic decision-making process traced in the letters about Book Society nominations between Lynd and Walpole is comparable to the nuanced, highly charged, and collective decisions about book selection made by today’s reading groups. A lively letter from Walpole to Lynd on 4 April 1933 for instance, outlines his own thoughts on that
month’s manuscripts before anticipating Lynd’s reading and reaction with the affirmative exclamation: ‘So now tell me what you think!’.

The correspondence between Lynd and Walpole also reveals their alliance before the other judges in committee meetings, and the amount of networking and negotiation that occurred preceding the in-person meetings each month. As with the *Femina* transcripts, reading Lynd and Walpole’s correspondence underlines the complexities of collaboration by committee, always subject to and formed by individual interactions. In June 1934 for instance, Walpole writes to Lynd: ‘I must say that I think the Fleming a perfect August Choice. I knew you’d hate the Houghton. I don’t. But I’ll see that nothing decisive is done about it this afternoon.’

Similar alliances existed between other members of the Book Society selection committee, including for instance between Professor George Gordon (President of Magdalen College Oxford during much of his time on the Book Society) and Edmund Blunden (tutor at Merton). Lynd – whom Walpole describes in a letter to the novelist George Blake as being ‘all modern and high-brow’ – acted as a cautionary restraint on Walpole’s well-known ebullience, and their friendship was founded upon lively disagreement. Her diary entries suggest that her opinions on the Book Society carried significant weight, much as she often took the final decision in *Femina* meetings (‘Alarming how they all defer to my opinion – most depreciatingly advanced’). She missed the meeting in which the Book Society selection committee made one of their poorer choices in J. M. Denwood and S. Fowler Wright’s *Red Ike: A Novel of Cumberland* (1931) – a local author to Walpole, whom he had publicly championed. An apologetic letter from Walpole to Lynd duly ensued.

Walpole’s portrait of Lynd as being ‘all modern and high-brow’ is part of his own caricature as an old-fashioned romantic (a continual theme in his diaries and letters), for Lynd’s modernity was eclectic and savvy, and her loyalties to her personal networks fierce.
We know from correspondence that she fought hard for the work of her best friend, Rose Macaulay, on the Book Society selection committee, while she also insisted that they ‘mustn’t miss’ recommending more challenging works by iconic, celebrity modernists like Woolf.\(^7^4\) Her published reviews for the Book Society are typically diverse, in keeping with the club’s aesthetic and affective commitments to the pleasurable and worthwhile read. Between 1936 and 1940, Lynd reviewed fiction by a variety of writers including Winifred Holtby (\textit{South Riding}: Book Soc. Choice March 1936); Joyce Cary (\textit{The African Witch}: Choice May 1936); Rosamond Lehmann (\textit{The Weather in the Streets}: Choice July 1936); Stuart Cloette (\textit{The Turning Wheels}. Choice Oct. 1937); and Mazo de la Roche (\textit{Whiteoak Heritage}. Choice Nov. 1940). Often her reviews draw noticeable attention to literary style and skill. The keynote however is that of the Book Society’s collective commitment, as Lynd affirms in her review of Daphne du Maurier’s \textit{Rebecca} (Choice, Aug. 1938), to the ‘art of story-telling’.\(^7^5\) As a renowned hostess and games-maker, Lynd was well-qualified to celebrate life-affirming stories that entertained.

Lynd’s reviewing of works in proof for the Book Society was also clearly valued by the wider group of literary women whom she read and worked with for the \textit{Prix Femina Vie Heureuse Anglais}. The \textit{Femina} transcripts reveal some of Lynd’s reflections on, and sometimes resentment towards, Book Society choices and recommendations, as well as her sustained literary commitments. She keenly supported the careers of new and unknown women writers (something both organisations were set up to do, and the \textit{raison d’être} of the \textit{Femina}). In discussions between the \textit{Femina} judges on the latter, Lynd was a firm champion of F. M. Mayor’s \textit{The Squire’s Daughter} (1929); Stella Benson’s \textit{Tobit Transplanted} (Book Soc. Choice Feb. 1931 and winner of the \textit{Femina} for 1930-31); Kate O’Brien’s \textit{Without my Cloak} (Book Soc. Choice Dec. 1931); and the early works of Rosamond Lehmann, Margaret Irwin, and Hilda Vaughan.\(^7^6\) She was less enamoured of the more politically engaged, so-
called proletarian writing of the 1930s – seeing off support for Walter Greenwood’s bestselling *Love on the Dole* (1933) and Ralph Bates’ *Lean Men* (1934), for example. The textual implications of her aesthetic tastes can be seen in more detail by uncovering the explicit editorial suggestions she made to authors and publishers as judge for the Book Society.

‘Don’t know what upset Sylvia’

Academic work in modernist print cultures has long focussed on the role of editors and publishers as textual collaborators. George Bornstein wrote in an early example: ‘Any text is an edited text, […] A full textual inquiry will necessarily remind us of the many social and historical forces besides the author that contribute to the constitution of a text.’ Currently there is increased interest in the wide variety of players involved in textual production, particularly in literary censorship. In David Bradshaw and Rachel Potter’s edited *Prudes on the Prowl* (2013) for instance, the ‘prowling prudes’ involved in the production of the literary object is extended to include printers, librarians, customs officers, postmen and journalists.

The editorial impact of the interwar book-of-the-month clubs who were reading new works in proof form, pre-publication (unlike the judges of literary prizes like the *Femina* or cheap reprint series including the Book Guild or Foyle’s Book Club) is however not well known. This is hardly surprising. The book of the month club selection committees on both sides of the Atlantic styled themselves as reviewers and tastemakers, not editors nor censors. A letter in the American Book-of-the-Month Club (BOMC) archives regarding John Steinbeck’s agreement to ‘clean up’ some of the judges’ suggestions for ‘toning down’ the ‘general overemphasis of sex’ in *The Wayward Bus* (BOMC March 1947) makes this clear. Writing to long-standing BOMC judge, Dorothy Canfield Fisher in December 1946, Meredith Wood explained:
I also had an explicit understanding with Guinzberg that he would make it
unmistakeably clear to Steinbeck that (1) the book had been chosen unconditionally
by our Judges, and (2) the suggestions for deletion were presented merely as
illustrations [...]. The point of this was to make sure that there can be no subsequent
charge by Steinbeck or Viking Press that the club is engaged in censorship. 81

Unsurprisingly, it is largely in the archives and surviving letters between the judges of the
new book of the month clubs that this form of textual collaboration and intervention can be
found.

We know from Lynd and Walpole’s early correspondence that Lynd was mindful of
what she perceived to be the conservative literary standards of the Book Society’s subscribers
and that she (much like Dorothy Canfield Fisher in the States) was a cautious book club
judge. Reining in Walpole’s initial enthusiasm for Joan Lowell’s The Cradle of the Deep
(1929) as first Book Society Choice, for example, Lynd spoke in favour of Helen Beauclerk’s
whimsical The Love of the Foolish Angel (Book Soc. Choice April 1929), declaring that
Lowell would shock their subscribers and that the author ‘of The Cradle is a victim of the
Ethel M. Dell complex. That’s why I particularly shudder at her’. 82 Recording in her diary a
conversation between the judges about literary censorship and Julian Huxley’s amusing
retelling of the obscenity trial at which he gave evidence in support of Edward Charles’s The
Sexual Impulse (1935), Lynd notes the committees’ general concurrence with Huxley’s
views. 83 After discussion turns to the absurdity of some censored versions and the
contemporary publishing practice of using asterisks to indicate omissions, Lynd confides to
her diary: ‘All the same’, I prefer asterisks, I think, like Rose’s lady who when the man said
he would not mince matters, said that she preferred them minced’. 84
Lynd’s role as cautious censor on the selection committee was profound. Her correspondence with Walpole shows that she regularly made editorial suggestions to texts likely to be chosen by the Book Society which were then rung through to the author and publisher concerned. Lynd’s suggestions ranged from minor emendations to substantial revisions, incorporating requests to modify certain characters or passages, to reorder material or revise sections of the plot. A pleading letter from Walpole on 7 April 1930, for instance, shows Lynd had to be persuaded to accept Vita Sackville-West’s *The Edwardians* as Book Society Choice; a surprising reluctance given *The Edwardians* subsequent success:

I’m so glad to hear from you because I think we’re in a rather a mess. I wrote to Mrs Nicholson and she replied that all the bits about Edward were now modified. I don’t think we can well ask her to do more. […] The ‘Three Daughters’ has been a failure and I don’t think ‘And Co’ will be much better. Mrs Nic: is known widely through her Broadcasting and I think ‘The Es’ will be popular. I wouldn’t dream of urging that as a reason were it not that I do think the book has much beauty and life. Also there is really no decent alternative. Do think it over now that she has modified Edward.  

Two further examples of Lynd’s propensity towards ‘mincing’ the texts chosen by the Book Society surface in the archives. On 6 January 1931, the publisher Jonathan Cape sent a telegram to Eric Linklater announcing that the latter’s third novel, *Juan in America*, was to be Book Society Choice for March, entailing a large initial order from the Book Society of 13,000 copies. All of the judges, wrote Cape, were ‘unanimously of the view that it would be a good plan if you could in some way separate part one from the rest of the book, as they are afraid that the length of it may perhaps deter some readers from getting into the body of the book’. As Priestley’s review for the *Book Society News* was likely to address this, and as this would make useful copy on the jacket, Cape advised Linklater to make the change. This was swiftly executed, with Part 1 becoming the ‘Prologue’, and Linklater supplying a note for
the reader ‘to the effect that this Prologue is not really part of the book’ and might be read afterwards, with readers advised to begin, mock seriously, ‘at page 63, where the account of JUAN IN AMERICA really opens’. ²⁸⁸ The second editorial suggestion from the Book Society came directly from Lynd who thought ‘with all deference, that the bottom paragraph on page 76 might perhaps upset some readers.’ ²⁸⁹ A comic exchange between author and publisher followed as to which particular passage Lynd objected to in the name of the ‘delicate mind of the General Reader’ – ‘was it a word or a thought?’ mused Linklater, ‘It’s difficult to decide which can be more shocking’ – following on from the author’s misplacing of the second set of proofs so that, as he wrote in a telegram to Cape: ‘Don’t know what upset Sylvia’. ²⁹⁰ The passage in question turned out to refer to the ‘Himalayan consummation’ of two yaks in Central Park, a ‘remarkable sight’ on Juan’s first day in New York that characterises the text’s comically irreverent views on sex, the absurdity of American experience, and the picaresque human condition. ²⁹¹ Cape suggested that the wording in the paragraph might be altered slightly and, with a first printing of twenty thousand copies promised, Linklater readily agreed.

The revisions Lynd suggested to George Blake’s The Shipbuilders (Book Soc. Choice March 1935) were more extensive. Blake, a journalist and editor and director of the publishers Faber and Faber, was a close friend of Walpole, so the latter was keen to make clear that the selection committee’s decision had been agreed upon en masse. Walpole wrote to Blake on 11 January 1935:

To show you that this is not only my loving enthusiasm, I’ll tell you a secret, – namely that after I had read the typescript, it was sent post haste to Sylvia Lynd, who hates things in typescript, is all modern and high-brow, and is sharply Irish against Scotch. She sent the next day a message to the Book Society saying that this was first class work and an inevitable choice for any month of the year. ²⁹²
Lynd felt compelled nevertheless to make some revisions. Blake confided to Walpole that he had received ‘a deliciously Sylvia letter! Wants some things out or cut out, notably the literary party.’

She also suggested changes to the language of the Glaswegian working-class characters in the novel to which Blake offered a conciliatory reply:

These people do speak a foul idiom, and I suppose I just slipped into it. No desire on my part, I assure you, to be the shocking young man; in fact, I’m really with you when ugly words stick out and I’ll gladly abate much of the luridness – though I’ll have to let some get through in the football and pub scenes.

The concessions to language and idiom here are revealing. The Shipbuilders was an unusual choice for the Book Society for it was not just ‘scotch’, as Walpole pointed out, but engaged directly, if in a largely paternalistic and conservative way, with the contemporary depression and crisis of mass unemployment. The Book Society selection committee, whose lists of the 1930s remained dominated by historical fiction, eschewed the more topical, proletarian writing of the period, and we know from the Femina transcripts that Lynd was reluctant to embrace such work. In the debate on whether the Femina should consider adding Walter Greenwood’s Love on the Dole to the lists of recommendations, for example, Lynd put aside her friend Rebecca West’s pleading for a book that wasn’t to her personal tastes.

Reading George Blake’s The Shipbuilders in typescript for the Book Society, however, gave Lynd the chance to shape the text’s published form and to reduce its linguistic ‘luridness’.

Direct evidence of editorial revisions prompted by book club judges are rarely preserved in publisher’s or other archives but they provide important, revealing intimations of how the range of titles chosen by the Book Society may have undergone some form of pre-publication revision in response to the suggestions of the selection committee and its judges. The implications of shared reading practices between professional reviewers and the correspondence between cultural authorities that might influence the publication history of a
text are a fascinating addition to our understandings of literary texts as socially produced, mediated cultural forms.

This article has mapped some of the multiple levels of collaborations in the book worlds of Sylvia Lynd and 5 Keats Grove in the early 1930s. Like many other writers in the modernist period, Lynd played numerous roles in what Robert Darnton once described as the ‘communications circuit’: as reviewer and distributor, as critic and editor, as book club judge, publisher’s reader, and literary prize-giver. That she is now best known for her parties as a ‘Hampstead celebrity’ demonstrates the continued need for the recovery of the work of women writers and critics in publishing houses, book clubs, and literary committee meetings across the early twentieth century. The point here is not to re-canonicalise the work of Sylvia Lynd (though this is tempting, particularly now her diaries and autobiographical writings are in the public domain) but to explore her wide-ranging contributions to print culture and the variety of personal and professional roles she undertook in terms of promotion, networking, and the formation of literary taste. Reclaiming this work allows us to appreciate better the middlemen and middlewomen of literary modernism and their effects upon texts, readers, and the circulation and cultures of print.
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